
 

InSight prepares to take Mars' temperature

February 13 2019

  
 

  

NASA's InSight lander set its heat probe, called the Heat and Physical Properties
Package (HP3), on the Martian surface on Feb. 12. Credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech/DLR

NASA's InSight lander has placed its second instrument on the Martian
surface. New images confirm that the Heat Flow and Physical Properties
Package, or HP3, was successfully deployed on Feb. 12 about 3 feet (1
meter) from InSight's seismometer, which the lander recently covered
with a protective shield. HP3 measures heat moving through Mars'
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subsurface and can help scientists figure out how much energy it takes to
build a rocky world.

Equipped with a self-hammering spike, mole, the instrument will burrow
up to 16 feet (5 meters) below the surface, deeper than any previous
mission to the Red Planet. For comparison, NASA's Viking 1 lander
scooped 8.6 inches (22 centimeters) down. The agency's Phoenix lander,
a cousin of InSight, scooped 7 inches (18 centimeters) down.

"We're looking forward to breaking some records on Mars," said HP3
Principal Investigator Tilman Spohn of the German Aerospace Center
(DLR), which provided the heat probe for the InSight mission. "Within a
few days, we'll finally break ground using a part of our instrument we
call the mole."

HP3 looks a bit like an automobile jack but with a vertical metal tube up
front to hold the 16-inch-long (40-centimeter-long) mole. A tether
connects HP3's support structure to the lander, while a tether attached to
the top of the mole features heat sensors to measure the temperature of
the Martian subsurface. Meanwhile, heat sensors in the mole itself will
measure the soil's thermal conductivity—how easily heat moves through
the subsurface.

"Our probe is designed to measure heat coming from the inside of
Mars," said InSight Deputy Principal Investigator Sue Smrekar of
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. "That's why
we want to get it belowground. Temperature changes on the surface,
both from the seasons and the day-night cycle, could add 'noise' to our
data."

The mole stops about every 20 inches (51 centimeters) to warm up for
roughly four days; the sensors check how rapidly this happens, which
tells scientists the conductivity of the soil. Between the careful
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burrowing action, the pauses and the time required for the science team
to send commands to the instrument, more than a month will go by
before the mole reaches its maximum depth. If the mole extends as far
as it can go, the team will need only a few months of data to figure out
Mars' internal temperature.

If the mole encounters a large rock before reaching at least 10 feet (3
meters) down, the team will need a full Martian year (two Earth years) to
filter noise out of their data. This is one reason the team carefully
selected a landing site with few rocks and why it spent weeks choosing
where to place the instrument.

"We picked the ideal landing site, with almost no rocks at the surface,"
said JPL's Troy Hudson, a scientist and engineer who helped design
HP3. "That gives us reason to believe there aren't many large rocks in
the subsurface. But we have to wait and see what we'll encounter
underground."

However deep it gets, there's no debating that the mole is a feat of
engineering.

"That thing weighs less than a pair of shoes, uses less power than a Wi-Fi
router and has to dig at least 10 feet [3 meters] on another planet,"
Hudson said. "It took so much work to get a version that could make tens
of thousands of hammer strokes without tearing itself apart; some early
versions failed before making it to 16 feet [5 meters], but the version we
sent to Mars has proven its robustness time and again."
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